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Background: Retinal disorders in patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) are given 
special attention.
Purpose: To identify optical coherence tomography (OCT)-based retinal structural 
changes in patients with mild or moderate AD.
Materials and Methods: Forty-five AD patients (88 eyes; age, 66.2 ± 3.44 years) with 
mild or moderate cognitive impairments were involved into the study. All subjects 
underwent a conventional eye examination and OCT measurements. For Cirrus HD-
OCT imaging, the Macular Cube 512 × 128 Combo protocol was used. The RNFL, 
retinal ganglion cell layer (RGCL), and internal plexiform layer (IPL) thicknesses 
were determined using RNFL and ganglion cell complex (GCC) protocols.
Results: Compared with controls, patients with AD had 53.2% lower Mini Mental 
State Examination (MMSE) scores (p < 0.05). In addition, RNFL thicknesses in the 
temporal, superior and inferior quadrants in patients with AD were significantly 
(31.4%, 21.8% and 33.1%, respectively; p < 0.05) thinner compared to controls. 
Moreover, compared to controls, focal loss volume (FLV) and global loss volume 
(GLV) of GCC in AD patients were 1.7 times (p < 0.05) and 2.8 times (p < 0.01), 
respectively, increased, whereas central macular thickness, overall macular cube 
volume and average macular cube thickness were 14%, 17.8% and 3.5% decreased.
Conclusion: Our findings confirm the reports of changes in the retinal structure in 
patients with mild or moderate AD, particularly, the decreased GCC thickness and 
increased GCC FLV and GLV.
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Introduction
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a common 

neurodegenerative disorder affecting more than 10% of 
persons age 65 years or older. AD is the fifth leading cause 
of death in people age 65 years or older [1, 2]. According 
to the World Alzheimer Report of 2016, it is estimated that 
47 million people suffer from dementia worldwide, and 
this number could increase to more than 131 million by 
2050, as population ages. AD accounts for 60% to 70% 
of all dementias [3, 4, 5]. Life expectancy has increased 
dramatically over the past century across the globe and 
consequently has been detected an increase in the observed 
prevalence of chronic diseases among the elderly people 
[5].

Diagnosis of AD is a certain challenge to the doctor. 
Alzheimer's disease may begin years before the onset 
of clinical symptoms due to a slow progression of 
neurodegenerative processes. Various visual disturbances 
may affect AD patients, which have been historically 
attributed to damage and/or degenerative processes in 
primary and associative visual cortical areas [6]. However, 
during the last few decades, some authors realized that 
cortical dysfunctions alone cannot explain entirely the 
pattern of observed defects [7].

Specifically, multiple forms of evidence points toward 
the involvement of retinal ganglion cells and their axons 
in the optic nerve as a basis of the visual dysfunction in 
AD. In fact, histopathological lesions associated with 
AD (neuronal loss, beta-amyloid plaques, neurofibrillary 
tangles, and granulovacuolar degeneration) have been 
seen not only in brain structures historically thought to 
be involved in AD, but also within the neuroretina [8, 9]. 
Various anterior and posterior eye structures are involved 
in ophthalmic changes associated with AD. In the posterior 
pole, retinal thickness is correlated to cortical atrophy and 
choroid and retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) is thinning in 
AD patients [2]. Human and animal studies demonstrated 
that activated microglia and proinflammatory molecules 
are contributing to the development of the pathology [10].

Visual alterations in AD became the focus of a 
discussion among medical professionals, directing many 
researchers towards the discovery and development of 
novel ocular biomarkers and diagnostic tools.
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The purpose of the study was to identify optical 
coherence tomography (OCT)-based retinal structural 
changes in patients with mild or moderate AD.

Materials and Methods
Forty-five AD patients (88 eyes; age, 58 to 74 years) 

with mild or moderate cognitive impairments (Mini 
Mental State Examination (MMSE) score of 13 to 24) were 
involved into the study. The inclusion criteria were having 
normotensive eyes and ability to understand the purpose 
of the study. Patients with a refractive error > 5 D or axial 
length > 25 mm in the examined eye, severe dementia or 
other types of dementia (like cerebrovascular, metabolic 
or psychic disorders), severe ocular disorder (glaucoma, 
uveitis, or retinal disorder), diabetes or history of stroke 
were excluded from the AD group.

The control group included 60 patients (115 eyes; age, 
57 to 68 eyes) without AD and severe ocular disease.

Informed consent was obtained, and all procedures 
followed were in accordance with the Helsinki declaration 
[11].

Patients underwent Snellen visual acuity testing and 
Goldman intraocular pressure (IOP) measurements. 
The MMSE was used for cognitive assessment [12]. In 
addition, patients underwent OCT (Cirrus HD-OCT, Carl 
Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA). For Cirrus HD-OCT imaging, 
the Macular Cube 512 × 128 Combo protocol was used. 
The RNFL, retinal ganglion cell layer (RGCL), and 
internal plexiform layer (IPL) thicknesses were determined 
using RNFL and ganglion cell complex (GCC) protocols. 
Macular cube scans of an area of 6 x 6 mm2 were centered 
on the fovea using the Macular Cube 512 × 128 Combo 
protocol. The built-in software was used to produce retinal 
thickness maps, which then were averaged over nine retinal 
subfields in a 6 mm diameter circle centered at the true 
fovea location, as defined by the Early Treatment Diabetic 
Retinopathy Study (ETDRS). The ETDRS areas included 
a central 1 mm disc and inner and outer rings of 3 and 
6 mm, respectively. The central foveal subfield thickness 
(i.e., central macular thickness) bounded by the innermost 
1 mm diameter circle was calculated. The overall average 
macular thickness (cube average thickness) and overall 
macular cube volume over the entire grid area were also 
obtained from the computational software output based 
on the proportional contribution of the regional macular 
thicknesses. 

The Ganglion Cell Analysis algorithm processes data 
from 3-dimensional volume scans using the macular 512 
x 128 acquisition protocol. The algorithm identifies the 
outer boundary of the RNFL and the outer boundary of the 
IPL. The difference between the RNFL and the IPL outer 
boundary segmentations yields the combined thickness 
of the RGC layer and the IPL. It provides a measurement 
of the macular GCIPL thickness within a 14.13-mm2 
elliptical annulus area centered on the fovea. The mean, 
minimum, and 6individual sector (superior, superonasal, 
inferonasal, inferior, inferotemporal, and superotemporal) 
GCIPL thicknesses were provided. The minimum GCIPL 

measurement is determined by sampling 360 measurement 
spokes extending from the center of the fovea to the edge 
of the ellipse in 1-degree intervals and selecting the spoke 
with the lowest average [13].

Statistical analyses were conducted using Microsoft 
Excel 2016 and Statistica 10.0 (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK, USA) 
software. Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation 
(SD). The level of significance p ≤ 0.05 was assumed.

Results
There was no significant difference between the groups 

with regard to age, gender or visual acuity (Table 1). 
Patients with AD exhibited significantly (53.2%; p < 0.01) 
lower MMSE score compared to controls (Table 1).

Retinal and GCC thickness values are presented in 
Table 2. The average RNFL thickness in patients with 
AD was significantly (37.0%) lower than in controls. In 
addition, RNFL thicknesses in the temporal, superior and 
inferior quadrants in patients with AD were significantly 
(31.4%, 21.8% and 33.1%, respectively) thinner compared 
to controls. Moreover, RNFL thickness in the nasal 
quadrant in patients with AD was 14.2% thinner compared 
to controls.

The average, minimum, superotemporal, superior, 
superonasal, inferonasal, inferior and inferotemporal GCC 
thicknesses in patients with AD were 4.1%, 8.0%, 5.0%, 
8.4%, 6.1%, 14.2%, 12.8% and 16.7% thinner compared 
to controls, but this differences were not significant. 
Compared to controls, focal loss volume (FLV) and global 
loss volume (GLV) of GCC in AD patients were 1.7 times 
(p < 0.05) and 2.8 times (p < 0.01), respectively, increased, 
whereas central macular thickness, overall macular cube 
volume and average macular cube thickness were 14%, 
17.8% and 3.5% decreased. Therefore, patients with AD 
exhibited retinal structural changes compared to controls.

Discussion
We presented the results of the retinal study in patients 

with mild or moderate Alzheimer's disease. Compared to 
controls, OCT-based peripapillary RNFL thickness was 
significantly (p < 0.05) decreased. In addition, in these 
patients, a decrease in RNFL thickness was significant 
in the temporal, superior and inferior quadrants, but 
not in the nasal quadrant. Our findings with regard to a 
decreased RNFL thickness in the temporal, superior and 
inferior quadrants in patients with AD are in agreement 
with those reported by others [14,15].  With regard to a 
decreased RNFL thickness in the nasal quadrant in patients 
with AD, our findings are in agreement with those reported 
by Berisha et al [16], who found no significant difference 
in RNFL thickness in the nasal quadrant between patients 
with mild or moderate AD and controls. However, our 
findings with regard to a decreased RNFL thickness in 
the inferior and temporal quadrants in patients with AD 
are in disagreement with their findings. Berisha et al [16] 
found a decreased RNFL thickness in the superior, but not 
in the inferior or temporal quadrants [16]. Lu et al [17] 
also observed a significantly decreased RNFL thickness 
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in the superior and inferior quadrants in patients with 
AD. They found a significantly decreased OCT-based 
RNFL thickness in the superior and inferior quadrants in 
patients with mild or moderate AD compared to controls. 
In addition, they [17] found that the OCT-based RNFL 
thickness in the nasal quadrant in these patients was 
decreased, but not significantly.

Early detection of AD is of primary importance. Easy 
retinal imaging provides for using the retina as for the 
development of neurodegenerative disorders. Advances 
in imaging (particularly, OCT imaging) of the eye have 
allowed for imaging of and quantitative assessment for 
individual retinal layers. The current study demonstrated 
that macular changes reflect neurodegenerative changes 
in AD. In addition, compared to controls, RGCL and 
IPL average and minimum thicknesses, thickness in the 
superotemporal, superonasal, inferonasal, inferior and 
inferoremporal segments of the RGCL and IPL in patients 
with AD were decreased, but the differences were not 
significant. Our findings are in agreement with those 
reported by several studies [18, 19,20].

Conclusion
Our findings confirm the reports of changes in the 

retinal structure in patients with mild or moderate AD, 
particularly, the decreased GCC thickness and increased 
GCC FLV and GLV. Further research is warranted to 
identify retinal biomarkers in AD.
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Table 1. Demographics and ocular characteristics of patients

Characteristic Group of AD patients 
(n=45)

Control group 
(n=60)

Number of eyes, n 88 115

Mean age, years 66.2±3.44 59.6±2.03

Gender, men/women 10/35 17/43

Visual acuity 0.87±0.13 0.97±0.18

IOP, mmHg 14.82±1.88 16.0±1.74

MMSE score 18.35±5.49* 28.11±2.51

Note: *, statistically significant difference (p < 0.01)
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Table 2. Mean retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) and GCC thickness values in patients of the study

Characteristic Patients with AD 
(n=45) Control group (n=60)

Statistically 
significant 

difference, p
Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness

Average thickness, μm 81.67±13.82 111.9±9.24 0.05

Temporary, μm 63.88±11.66 83.94±12.11 0.05

Superior, μm 112.48±24.11 137.04±20.17 0.05

Nasal, μm 67.89±17.33 80.26±14.40 0.06

Inferior, μm 94.27±18.15 125.43±16.55 0.05

Macular ganglion cell-inner plexiform layer (GCIPL) 
thickness

GCC average, μm 79.14±7.05 82.36±6.18 0.06

GCC minimum, μm 73.04±8.12 78.88±7.62 0.08

GCC superotemporal, μm  88.62±3.16 93.07±5.11 0.07

GCC superior, μm 88.73±5.96 96.15±6.87 0.06

GCC superonasal, μm 79.77±5.18 84.65±5.82 0.08

GCC inferonasal, μm 73.11±8.24 83.47±4.98 0.07

GCC inferior, μm 87.18±6.52 98.34±7.11 0.06

GCC inferotemporal, μm 72.16±9.04 84.22±4.16 0.06

Central macular thickness, μm 256.31±7.32 292.17±5.91 0.07

Overall macular cube volume, mm3 9.37±6.14 11.04±5.24 0.06

Average macular cube thickness, μm 269.13±6.07 278.62±7.18 0.07

Percentage of focal GCC loss (FLV) 1.18±1.21 0.68±0.17 0.05

Percentage of global GCC loss) GLV 9.67±4.0 3.44±1.26 0.01


